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Do Once and Share 
Single Assessment Process 

The Single Assessment Process:                 
Policy, Practice, Next Steps
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Programme
10.30 Introduction to day by Chair, Beverly Castleton
10.35 Keynote Presentation and questions, Glenys Jones
11.05 Introduction to work of DOaS and objectives of day, Beverly Castleton
11.10 Presentation by Vision and Pathway sub-group and questions, Keith Strahan
11.30 Presentation by E-SAP implementation sub-group and questions, David McNally
11.50 Break
12.00 Presentation by SAP community sub-group and questions, Gillian Crosby
12.20 Presentation by SAP and complex assessments sub-group and questions, Richard   

Carthew
12.40 Panel  - Questions and Answers
12.55 Introduction to workshops Beverly Castleton
13.00 Lunch, networking and viewing CPA SAP website
14.00 Workshops
15.00 Brief reports from each workshop
15.30 Chair’s closing remarks. Beverly Castleton
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What is Do Once And Share 
(DOAS)?

The overall programme is being managed within NHS Connecting 
for Health and is part of the Knowledge, Process and Safety 
Directorate headed by Sir Muir Gray. 

The aim is to enable clinicians and other care providers with an
interest in a particular area/condition to share knowledge, skills 
and experience.

Duplication will then be minimised and a national approach to care 
can feed into the implementation of the National Programme.

This involves harnessing the contributions clinicians/practitioners 
are already making within the National Programme at national and
cluster levels.
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What is Do Once and Share?
(DOAS)

To achieve this, there are a set of DOAS projects, 
being delivered by Action Teams.

Over 43 DOAS projects have been in action in during 
the latter half of 2005, more coming on stream in 2006. 

The project timeframe for the first DOAS projects is a 
period of 6 months.

All will complete their agreed scope of work by end of 
March 2006 (possibility of further funding after).
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Do Once and Share - SAP

The SAP DOAS project is seen to be important, not only because 
it links to social care but because there are multiple boundaries –
one organisation often having to deal with many others.

Brings the ideas behind SAP to the wider medical profession in a
way which has not happened before. 

Linked to the Championing SAP project.

Steering Group made up of members of the SAP Action Team, 
representatives from the 5 National Programme Clusters (including 
Social Care) and relevant others e.g. Centre for Policy on Ageing.

4 sub-groups taking forward the main objectives of the project 
which were seen as outstanding issues by the SAP Action Team.
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Do Once and Share SAP –
Scope of Work 

1. Bring together the national SAP community to develop a vision and 
common care pathway for SAP to be used to inform the 
development of health and social care systems. 

2. Show the lessons learnt from electronic SAP implementation so far 
as a step towards developing a robust national programme.

3. Help to build the wider national SAP community around the Centre 
for Policy on Ageing SAP web site. 

4. Produce a clearer definition for complex, comprehensive 
assessment (including the links between SAP and LTC) so that the 
system for delivery of this very complex level of care is better
understood.


